
Disclaimer

XIOTRI and the XIOT token are an experimental project. 
The contract is unaudited at the time of writing. XIOTRI 
is not registered as a financial advisory service and will not 
provide financial advice. The community decides the worth 
of the XIOT and RI tokens and XIOTRI creators are not 
responsible for financial loss.
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XIOTRI

XIOTRI is a new take on DeFi. The goal is to create 
a new technology that favors the individual over the 
affluent and has longevity. 

Most of the current systems in the market are not 
trustworthy. Their only goal is to enrich their creators and 
quickly exit the scene.XIOTRI has formulated a unique 
algorithm that rewards its participants for staking XIOT 
tokens and other assets, but disincentivizes being overly 
greedy. The XIOTRI platform is designed to continually 
provide value to its holders by reducing inflation as time 
goes by, thus sustaining token value.

XIOT DeFi and Liquidity 

Routing liquidity in the DeFI machine is extremely 
important. Having our most valuable asset, XIOT, on the 
frontine  does nothing to protect that asset which is why 
we decided for the neccessity of bXIOT. bXIOT will be 
acting as a border, or a bridge in the liquidity routing table 
will allow us to build a much more robust system in the 
long run making both bXIOT and XIOT a fundamental 
part of our 
ecosystem.
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bXIOT Platform

Staking

bXIOT is the first official staking asset that XIOTRI has 
announced for the XIOTRI platform. Distributed as a 
reward for holding XIOT throughout the development of the 
XIOTRI platform we aim to bridge the liquidity gap between 
XIOT and RI, ultimately providing a seamless transactional 
experience between the two tokens, via bXIOT. 

Additionally, with the increased liquidity XIOTRI will be able 
to scale into future markets, and promote cross platform 
liquidity.

John and Sally both stake 1 XIOT and an additional asset. 
John would like his returns in XIOT so John converts his RI 
using bXIOT back into XIOT. Sally decides she would like 
her returns in RI so there is no need for her to convert RI 
into bXIOT.

bXIOT Explained

bXIOT tokens will be used in the XIOTRI platform to 
provide liquidity between XIOT and RI. This will be an 
asset used in conjunction with XIOT on our platform for 
liquidity mining, as well as provide an additional asset to 
be traded in the XIOTRI ecosystem specifically between   
XIOT and RI.

bXIOT Token Allocation

In total 250000 tokens will be minted. 7500 (3%) of bXIOT 
will be allocated to the team and a further 12500 (5%) will 
be used for platform development and ongoing 
maintenance and upgrades.

3300 (10%) will be allocated to market makers. 72000 
(32%) will be held in reserve. The remaining 125000 (50%) 
tokens will be distributed directly to XIOTRI’s community of 
supporters and holders via an airdrop.

100% of bXIOT tokens will be premined and distributed. In 
total 68% of minted bXIOT will be distributed and 32% will 
be kept in reserve.

Contract Address: 0x5c4ac68aac56ebe098d621cd8ce9f43270aaa355
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https://etherscan.io/token/0x5c4ac68aac56ebe098d621cd8ce9f43270aaa355


xiotri.io

XIOT Contract Address: 
0x31024a4c3e9aeeb256b825790f5cb7ac645e7cd5
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